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NLCD:  Balancing accuracy and methodology 
innovation with increasing production Frequency

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello, I’m Jon Dewitz. I’m been with the NLCD project for over 20 years. I have, and still continue to be the quality control person for the project. The last seven years, I’ve been the production manager. The last 2 ½ years, I’ve also been the project manager. I have been involved in every accuracy assessment since 2001 released from NLCD and have interpreted thousands and thousands of points until my eyeballs bled. I hope some of these insights are enlightening, and help you balance the need for increasing product frequency with the absolute need to have accurate assessments of each Landcover.

mailto:dewitz@usgs.gov


Overview

• More Maps, mo problems
• How to incorporate partner data
• Is accuracy assessment still a thing?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There are a lot of factors to consider as the pressure to produce yearly or more frequent maps increases. The first is that when analyzing maps over different time frames, change accuracy becomes less as individual map accuracy is compounded.



NLCD
Product Year of Land Cover

Year 2001 2006 2011 2016
Level II

2001* 78.8 (2.1)
2006 79.0 (0.8) 78.0 (0.8)
2011 83.2 (0.5) 82.8 (0.5) 82.0 (0.5)
2016 83.7 (0.5) 83.6 (0.5) 86.8 (0.7) 86.4 (0.6)

Level I
2001* 80.4 (1.9)
2006 85.0 (0.4) 84.0 (0.7)
2011 89.3 (0.4) 89.0 (0.4) 88.0 (0.4)
2016 89.2 (0.5) 89.2 (0.5) 90.5 (0.6) 90.6 (0.6)

Conterminous United States overall accuracies (OA; %) and (standard errors) by NLCD product year.  
Agreement is based on a match between the map and primary or alternate reference labels. 
Accuracy trends for land cover components (Year of Land Cover) are reported column-wise. 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
NLCD has shown increasing accuracy with each release. This is likely due to several factors. The first is better Landcover. The second is better high-res imagery to discern Anderson level II classes. The third is better informed accuracy assessment interpretation. Let’s talk first about more maps.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
You can see nine years of NLCD maps over an 18 year timeframe. This area is centered around Boise. It is dominated by fire, agricultural expansion, and urban growth. This is an area of very high relative change compared to most areas in the country. While individual NLCD maps have from 82 to 88% accuracy for Anderson level II depending upon what year they are released, each mapped builds upon the previous year. Potentially, if there is a misclassification this error can be carried forward through multiple years.  This error can compound over time if specific mapping methodologies are incorporated. NLCD uses specific succession and trajectory rules to limit this error propagation through time. However, many current maps being released on a large scale like Esri products do not or cannot control this error propagation. Nor do they have an associated accuracy assessment. This means that if one were to track the field through time that field would likely have multiple changes based on classification error.  



Change is rare

• Landcover change is less than half a percent per year
• Each land cover map, for a good Landcover map, has an accuracy 

between 80 and 90%
• with increasing frequency of each map, change accuracy has the 

potential to decrease as frequency increases

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Landcover change continues to be the most important target for Landcover. Land cover change is still relatively rare in the United States at less than half a percent per year. Producing yearly Landcover is also expensive. Because of the need to manage air along with change, the frequency increase does not have a linear cost. Many times producing a map twice as often can cost three or four times as much. The cost of producing maps more frequently must be weighed with the need for accuracy.



NASS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another critical input to map like NLCD is partner data. Nass is an excellent example of this. Nass puts out a yearly map and uses NLCD data outside of agricultural areas. NLCD uses Nass as training and in some cases directly for agricultural areas. The ability to incorporate this data for each government entity means that someone has to make the first map. Nass is core mission is to produce a statistically valid acreage estimate. While these maps have a high yearly accuracy, one cannot compare one year to another year explicitly for change. This would result in much air as this is outside the design parameters of NASA’s mission. This means that either Nass or NLCD is using an older version to create a current Landcover. This creates discrepancies and has been the subject of many rejected research papers because of users inability to grasp the limitations of data sets.



Interpretation accuracy

• Anderson level II classes require high-res imagery at a minimum to 
discern classes

• Change can be incomplete across a single year
• High-res imagery tends to be available every five years or so, leaving 

guesswork for accuracy interpretation

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Another limiting factor is the ability to accurately interpret quote unquote truth data. Anderson level II accuracy assessment relies on high-res data. However, interpretation is not simple.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The example shown here in South of Boise and would likely be interpreted as shrub.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This next image is the same spot and taken a few years later. The imagery looks drastically different,  however, it is unchanged. This simply different sensor with lower contrast. In areas like this, change events are generally fire related. This area could have had a burn present in Landsat imagery. However, with poor quality high-res imagery were unable to tell if that burn resulted in removal of shrub. In this instance, there was no change, but all indications would .2 some type of change especially if Landsat imagery showed a light burn.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This area also looks like shrub. However, this is bunch grass in northern Montana. Interpretation of Anderson level II classes can be extremely distant difficult in areas of rangeland. NLCD has seen a reduction in grass and shrub accuracy from earlier years. This is contradictory though, as NLCD is using highly accurate RCMAP data. The most likely explanation for this reduction in accuracy in rangeland areas is that interpreters cannot tell whichever type is present through high-res imagery in as many instances as we would like. This is also likely propagated through image interpretation in the Landcover before NLCD used RCMAP products as an integral part of mapping. With RCMAP having very high accuracy for binary calls like this interpretation error remains the most likely candidate for this apparent reduction in accuracy. However, there is no scientifically valid way to incorporate the accuracy for partial areas of the United States and reconcile it with overall accuracy in instances like this



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This image shows a forest area south of Atlanta Georgia. In the next slides we will see forest being cleared.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
What we can’t tell, is what the cover type will be without future context. Best guess, is that it is in a forest harvest cycle. However, land is routinely developed in this area.  Land is also cleared for agricultural use and could be converting to either a pasture or cultivated crop. While later time frames can interpret this, if this is the latest year classified there is a higher likelihood of interpretation error because cleared land has the possibility of changing the five or six different Anderson level II classes. As accuracy assessment grows more frequent with more frequent Landcover production, these interpretation errors are likely to increase. This is especially true when high-res imagery tends to be collected every five years or so.



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This is an area in Mississippi that looks as if it’s been cleared for development. However, there is no evident development yet on the land. An interpreter would have to classify this as Baron, or some other type of cleared vegetative class without yearly imagery to go with yearly Landcover classifications



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This area shows another common problem.  Accuracy assessment points for 30 m pixel rarely fall on a generic landscape. This pixelcould be developed, Forest, grass, or hay pasture. Interpreters have to make the best call as to what they think Landsat classification would be most likely here. This is another source of error,  slight changes in Landsat ortho rectification tween collections can mean that this Landsat 30 m box which shifts slightly and be called a different Anderson level II class. This means that with frequent Landsat ortho rectification changes, accuracy assessment points can be rendered useless for future Landcover interpretation



Model accuracy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lastly, I would like to touch on a very disturbing trend of using model accuracy as a substitute for true accuracy assessment. This is again an area outside of Atlanta. White shows very high model accuracy and darker colors show lower model accuracy.



Model accuracy

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The large white area is agriculture, and the model is very confident of its accuracy here as this is a spectrally significant class. The area circled in red however, is not agriculture. It is a recently cleared forest that happens to spectrally look a lot like agriculture. This area would generally have a very low accuracy using a statistically valid accuracy assessment. However, since the model thanks it’s agriculture it shows is very highly accurate. This is this is an increasingly misused way to interpret the accuracy of a Landcover. It provides what would seem a great way to figure out where your map is wrong. However, it ignores basic fundamental accuracy tenets and is frequently misused as an indicator of true accuracy.



Conclusions

• Map accuracy will likely decrease as map frequency is increased
• Change is relatively rare at less than half a percent a year, and map 

error compounds without meticulous and stringent change 
methodology

• Interpretation accuracy decreases with increasing map frequency for 
Anderson level II classes

• Model accuracy is not directly related to true Landcover accuracy
• Accuracy assessment needs to be funded as vigorously as new maps 

are being funded

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
I hope I provide some insight into problems to be expected as frequency of map production increases and latency decreases. Accuracy assessment and interpretation would seem simple at first glance, but have many inherent limitations. Interpretation of accuracy assessment points is not something that is done well with people who don’t have a well-rounded background in geography and interpretation. Using interpreters who don’t understand these limitations generally leads to inflated or misleading accuracies.  As Map production frequency increases, the interpretation of accuracy of these maps needs to be given the same priority and funding for the USGS to remain the validated leader in Landcover.  Thank you.
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